
 

 

 Derivative Chart 1  
 

Noun Adjective Verb Adverb Meaning/synonym 
 budget - budget - financial plan, economize 

conviction convicted convict - find guilty 
decline declining decline - turn down, reject 
denial denied deny - contradict, refuse, reject 

descent descending descend - climb down, go down 
disposal disposed dispose - get rid of 

features featured feature - characteristics, includes 
- fleeing flee - escape, run away 

focus focused focus - concentrate, attention 
- impaired impair - damaged 

memory memorized memorize - learn by heart 
pattern patterned pattern - routine arrangement of 

plot plotting plot - piece of land, scheme 
preservation preserved preserve - conserve 
promotion promotional promote - push, support 

pursuit pursuing pursue - follow, chase, go after 
- random - randomly by chance, without plan or 

reflection reflected reflect - mirror, depict, portray 
resemblance - resemble - look like 

run running run - move quickly, flow 
routine routine - - doing things regularly 
salvage salvaged salvage - save 
schedule scheduled schedule - plan, timetable 

scar scarred scar - mark on the skin 
spring - spring - source, originate 

sponsor sponsored sponsor - finance, support 
strain strained strain - tense, forced, pressed 

submission submissive submit - give in, yield, present 
- tight - tightly taut, not loose 

treaty - - - agreement 
will willing will - eager, prepared 

 
 
 



 

 

 Derivative Chart 2  
 

Noun Adjective Verb Adverb Meaning/synonym 
 abundance abounding in abound in - be plentiful 

amount amounted amount - came to, totaled 
assembly assembled/ing assemble - gathering of people 
broadcast broadcasted/in

g 
broadcast - transmit, relay 

cancellation cancelled cancel - call off 
clearing cleared clear - small area of bare ground 

concentratio concentrated concentrate - strong, not diluted, paying 
confession confessed confess - revelation, statement 
constructi

on 
constructive construct - building, structure 

convict convicted convict - charge, find guilty 
corruption corrupt corrupt - dishonest, acting illegally 

crack cracked crack - fracture,  break 
emotion emotional - emotionally sensitive 

- eventual - eventually finally, ultimately 
exhaustion exhausted exhaust - tired, drained 
extension extensive extend extensively make longer, stretch, last 

inheritance inherited inherit - come into, acquire 
isolation isolated isolate - to be cut off, separate 

- kind - kindly caring, sympathetic 
match matched match - correspond, tie together 

obligation obligated obligate - commitment 
persuasion persuasive persuade persuasively convincing, able to 
pleasure pleasant please pleasantly agreeable, charming, nice 

preference preferred prefer - liking, choose one over 
pretense pretentious pretend pretentiously act in certain way 

production produced/ing produce - output, yield, show 
proposal proposed propose - put forward, suggest 
punch punching punch - hit with the fist 

resistance resistant resist - oppose, withstand 
ruffle ruffled ruffle - disarrange 
seed - - - part of plant put in ground 

target targeted target - aim, goal, objective 
wit witty/ witless - wittingly funny, humorous, bright 

  



 

 

 Derivative Chart 3  
 

Noun Adjective Verb Adverb Meaning/synonym 
 account - account - report, explain 

admittance admitted admit - let in,  confess 
affluence affluent - - rich, wealthy 

alteration altered alter - change 
apprehension apprehensive apprehend - catch, comprehend, eager 
attraction attractive attract - appeal 
challenge challenged/ing challenge - dare, require effort 
charge charged charge - accusation, amount of 
claim claimed claim - assert, maintain 

comprehensio comprehensive comprehen
d 

comprehensive understand 
concentratio

n 
concentrated concentrate - giving attention, thick 

conduct/or conducted conduct - lead orchestra, control, 
- constant - constantly continuously, perpetually 

content content - contently happy, things in something 
convenience convenient - conveniently comfortable, handy 

- distinguishe
d 

distinguish - respected, separated 
- flexible flex - agile, easily bent 

imitation - imitate - fake, not authentic 
issue issued issue - edition, give out 
limit limited/ing limit - extent, curtail, reduce 

mention mentioned mention - allude to 
notice noticeable notice - pay attention to, note 

objection objectionable object - disagree, protest, thing 
preference preferred/able prefer preferably choice, liking 

profit profitable profit profitably money making 
proposal proposed propose - suggested, put forward 

resolution resolved resolve - intention, decision, solve 
source - - - origin, spring 
suspect suspected suspect suspiciously believe 

treat/ment treated treat - handle, behave, pay for 
value valuable/ value - beneficial, precious 
view - view - attitude, outlook, sight 
will willing will willingly determination 

 



 

 

 Derivative Chart 4  
 

Noun Adjective Verb Adverb Meaning/synonym 
accusation accused accuse accusingly charge, blame 
adjustment adjustable adjust - able to change 
alienation alienated alienate - separation, isolation 
alternative alternate alter alternatively otherwise 

ban banned ban - prohibit, not allow 
bargain - bargain - negotiate, good deal 

celebration celebrated celebrate - famous 
compromise compromising compromise compromisingly reach agreement 
conference conferring confer - consult, discuss 
confidence confidential - confidentially secret 

contradiction contradicting contradict - oppose, dispute 
cultivation cultivated cultivate - farm, till, cultured 

- deposed depose - remove from power 
distribution - distribute - give out, hand out 
election elected elect - process of voting 
expulsion expelled expel - dismiss, throw out 

expression expressive express expressively phrase, utterance 
grant - grant - give, allocate 

observation observed/ing observe - study, say 
occurrence occurring occur - happen, take place 

option optional - optionally voluntary, not compulsory 
origin original originate originally start 

- peculiar - peculiarly strange, odd, bizarre 
peer - peer - gaze, stare at, same age 

provocation provocative provoke provocatively challenge, anger, prompt 
reasoning reasonable reason reasonably fairly, quite 
reduction reduced reduce - lessen, lower 
reluctance reluctant - reluctantly unwilling, not eager 

- remote - remotely vaguely, not clearly 
rotation rotating rotate rotatingly turn, revolution 
rummage - rummage - search 
salvage salvaged salvage - save, rescue 
seizure seized seize - grab, impound, attack 
spray sprayed spray - aerosol, shower 

 
 
 



 

 

 Derivative Chart 5  
 

Noun Adjective Verb Adverb Meaning/synonym 
acquaintance acquainted acquaint - informed, aware, known 
adaptation adapted adapt - adjust, change 
adoption adopted adopt - accept, take a child 
advance advanced/ing advance - go forward, development 
affection affectionate - affectionately loving, tender 

appointment appointed appoint - post, rendezvous 
assurance assuring assure - persuade, reassure 

bend bent bend - curve, not straight 
benefit beneficial benefit beneficially useful, helpful 

- bequeathed bequeath - leave money, property 
climate - - - weather conditions 

clog clogged clog - blocked, jammed 
confirmation confirmed confirm - prove, verify 
consolidation consolidated consolidate - strengthen, reinforce 

correspondence corresponding correspond correspondingly similar, equivalent 
distraction distracted distract - take attention away 
emotion emotional - emotionally sentimental, showing 

emotion 
evolution evolutionary evolve - develop, change 

gentleness gentle - gently kindness, softness 
- hired hire - rent, give a job to 

imitation - imitate - copy, mimic 
inhabitant inhabited inhabit - having people living there 
inhibition inhibited inhibit - restrain, prevent 
invention invented/ive invent - create, originate 

involvement involved involve - taking part in, complex 
offense offensive offend offensively insulting, rude 

pain pained/painful pain painfully hurt, offended 
presumption presumed presume presumably probably 

process processed/ing proceed - carry on, continue 
proposal proposed propose - put forward idea 

recommendation recommended recommend - commend, praise 
refusal refused refuse - decline, resist, deny 

sincerity sincere - sincerely honest, genuine 
spill spilt - - poured out, overflowing 

 
 



 

 

 Derivative Chart 6  
 

Noun Adjective Verb Adverb Meaning/synonym 
accomplishment accomplished accomplish - manage, succeed 

attendance attentive attend attentively be present 
- becoming become - something that suits you 

commerce commercial - commercially financial, business 
compatibility compatible - - able to get along with 

conduct - conduct - behavior, lead orchestra 
convention conventional - conventionally traditional, common 
corruption corrupted corrupt - dishonest 
currency - - - money used in a country 
demand demanding demand demandingly insist on 
dismissal dismissed dismiss - release 
dispatch dispatched dispatch - send, message 

engagement engaged/ing engage engagingly promised to marry, busy 
escort escorted escort - go with, accompany 

establishment established establish - institution, foundation 
estimate estimated estimate - guess, access 

- exterior - - outside 
force forced force - compel, coerce, oblige 

generosity generous - generously kind, lavish, benevolent 
introduction introduced introduce - present 
invention inventive invent - create, originate 

mood moody - - temperamental, morose 
precision precise - precisely exactly 
promise promising promise - showing signs of being good 
protest protesting protest - complain, criticize 

provocation provoked provoke provokingly anger, challenge 
relief relieved relieve - ease, lessen, rid 

resentment resentful resent resentfully dislike, feel bitter 
seizure seized seize - grab, take from 

sentence sentenced sentence - condemned 
- sticky stick - paste, adhere 

suggestion suggested suggest suggestively propose, say, imply 
- suited/ing suit - matched 

 
 
 
 



 

 

 Derivative Chart 7  
 

Noun Adjective Verb Adverb Meaning/synonym 
acceleration accelerated accelerate - speed up 
aggression aggressive - aggressively hostile / ruthless 

apology apologetic apologize apologetically be sorry, be contrite 
attempt attempted attempt - try, endeavor 

authenticity authentic authenticate authentically real, true 
cloth - - - fabric, material 

competition competitive compete competitively ambitious / being rivals 
conception conceivable conceive conceivably imaginable / possible 

concentration concentrated concentrate - giving attention / 
accumulation 

- crude - crudely rough, not polished 
decoration decorative decorate decoratively beautiful, ornamental 
deficiency deficient - deficiently lacking, short of, inadequate 

determination determined determine - decision, resolution 
diligence diligent - diligently careful, hard working 

disturbance disturbed/ing disturb - disrupt, bother 
endurance enduring endure - stamina, being able to stand 

suffering 
exaggeration exaggerated exaggerate - overdone, overemphasized 

fame famous - famously well - known 
fold folded fold - crease 

greed greedy - greedily desire, avarice 
hospitality hospitable - hospitably friendliness 
infection infected infect - disease that’s catching 
instinct instinctive - instinctively impulse, urge 

insult insulting insult insultingly offend, affront 
- - put up with - stand, tolerate 

rapidity rapid - rapidly fast, quick 
refinement refined refine - purify 
revelation revealed/ing reveal revealingly disclose, divulge 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

  Derivative Chart 8   
Noun Adjective Verb Adverb Meaning/synonym 

amenities - - - luxuries, comforts 
appeal appealed appeal - attractiveness, ask = petition 

adjustment adjusted adjust - adapt, improve 
blood bloody bleed - violent, full of blood 
chill chilling chill chillingly freezing, terrifying 

contrast contrasting contrast contrastingly opposite to, dissimilar 
conversion converted convert - change 
conveyance conveyed convey - get across, express, transport 

decay decayed/ing decay - rot, spoil 
deference deferred defer - yield, postpone, put off 
disposal disposed dispose - get rid of, deal with 

distinction distinct - distinctly exactly, precisely 
expansion expansive expand - become bigger 
exposure exposed expose - visible, become obvious 

flaw flawed flaw - imperfection, fault, blemish 
harmony harmonious harmonize harmoniously unity, accord, tune 

interpretation interpreted interpret - understanding, explanation 
iron ironed iron - strong, hard metal / iron clothes 

issues issued issue - matters, questions, points 
- neat - neatly tidy, orderly 

occasion occasional - occasionally function, opportunity 
operation operational operate - function, work, perform surgery 

orientation oriented orient - inclination, direction 
pacesetter pacesetting - - leader, chief, head 

payroll - - - money to pay staff 
preface prefaced preface - introduction, forward 

- pungent - pungently strong, powerful taste or smell 
reduction reduced reduce - lessen, decline 

rejuvenation rejuvenated rejuvenate - make young again 
remains remaining remain - stay, continue, survive 

- slithering slither - slide, twist 
strain strained/ing strain strainingly put a strain on, pressure, stress 

sustenance sustained/ing sustain - maintain, keep up 
taste tasteful taste tastefully flavor, 1 of 5 senses 

tendency - tend - inclination, desire 
treat treated treat - pay for, handle 

withdrawal withdrawn withdraw - retreat, remove / shy, timid 
Note: to have something on good authority = to be certain about something 
  to serve someone right = he deserved what he got 
  to be at someone’s disposal = to be available  

 



 

 

 Derivative Chart 9  
 

Noun Adjective Verb Adverb Meaning/synonym 
authenticity authentic authenticize authentically real, genuine 

bulk - - - majority, large mass of something 
clash clashing clash - conflict, confrontation 

component - - - part, element 
claim - claim - say, insist 

contingency contingent - - dependent, relying on 
denial deniable deny deniably not accept, reject 

detachment detached detach - separate, not joined 
disposal disposed dispose - get rid of 

endorsement endorsed endorse - back, support, advocate 
- elaborate - elaborately complex, fancy 
- exceeded exceed - top, go over, surpass 

exertion exerted exert - physical effort or exercise 
fracture fractured fracture - cracked, broken 
favor favorite favor - prefer, special request 
fry fried fry - cooked in oil in frying pan 

fuel fueled fuel - material burned for energy 
gem - - - jewel, precious stone, nice person 
glare glaring glare glaringly angry look, bright light 

habitation habituated habitate - dwelling, home 
hue - - - color, shade 

installation installed install - fit, put in, appoint 
investigation investigated investigate - examine, search 

irritation irritating irritate irritatingly annoying, bothering 
joy joyful enjoy joyfully happiness 
leap leaping leap - jump 
mini minimal minimize minimally very small amount or degree 

- minute - minutely tiny, very small 
narrative narrated narrate - tale, story 

- nimble - nimbly with agility, moving easily 
operation operational/ly operate - function, work, perform surgery 

proof proven prove - evidence, show truth 
provisions provided provide - supplies, preparations, 

arrangements 
- random - randomly haphazardly, by chance 

reception receptive receive - welcoming, formal get together 
reluctance reluctant - reluctantly hesitant, unwilling 
steadiness steady steady steadily constant, not moving 

Note:  to be at someone’s disposal = to be available to them 
Note:  to conceive a child = to become pregnant 

 
 



 

 

 Derivative Chart 10  
 

Noun Adjective Verb Adverb Meaning/synonym 
ambiguous ambiguous - ambiguously vague, unclear 

annex annexed annex - extension, addition 
benefits beneficial benefit beneficially advantages, profits 

cheer cheerful cheer cheerfully happy, applaud 
competition/or competitive compete competitively ambitious, on opposite sides 

controversy controversial - controversially debatable, causing argument 
conversion converted convert - the act of changing 

detail detailed detail - fact, piece of information 
- discerning discern - perceive, make out 

draw/ing - draw - depict, sketch 
expression expressive express - phrase, emotion, utterance 
engagement engaged/ing engage engagingly keep busy, engaged to marry 

freeze frozen freeze - become ice, very cold 
inclination inclined - - slant, slope, tendency 
inflation inflated inflate - price increase 

investment invested invest - place money for profit 
lure lured/ing lure luringly trap, trick 
line linear line linearly vertically, perpendicularly 
- mere - merely only, simply, just 

notion - - - concept, idea 
nourishment nourished/ing nourish nourishingly feed, sustain 
penetration penetrated penetrate - enter, pierce 

point pointed point pointedly show, call attention to 
product produced produce - goods 

respiration respiratory respire - breathing 
revival revived revive - resurgence, bring to life again 
scent scented scent - smell, fragrance 

scratch scratched scratch - a cut in the skin 
sequence sequential - - series, succession 
smuggler smuggled smuggle - bring in or out of country 

illegally 
suspension suspended/ing suspend - kick out, hang 

tangle tangled tangle - knot, mess with 
toleration tolerant tolerate tolerantly lenient, indulgent 

- vivid - vividly sharply, brightly, lively 
vision visual visualize visually relating to sight 
yawn yawning yawn - opening the mouth when sleepy 

Note:  to tangle with = to interfere with = become involved 
 

 


